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EDITOR’s NOTE
Hi there all you wonderful Masters Swimmers.
The vibrant Masters movement actively promotes fitness, friendship, understanding and
competition through its five disciplines (swimming, diving, water polo ...etc.
This is from the Fina Masters introductory Web page. Notice the word vibrant. That’s
what we are. We are an energetic bunch of crazy sport minded people who climb in the
pool day after day (some kicking and screaming-like me) to meet our individual goals
whatever they might be. And boy do we have many different goals.
We are definitely a movement that actively promotes Masters Swimming and in turn fitness for all.
Then there is this friendship thing. Is it a thing? Certainly not. From my own experience I have friends in Masters
that I have known for over 55 years. Not acquaintances, friends. I stayed in touch with Allen Morrison all this time
and some I have not seen for many years. It was simply fantastic to pick up again after so many years. I had
stopped swimming for various personal and health reasons when my twin Joyce persuaded me to join
Coelacanths back in 1998. I have simply loved every minute being back in the pool and with the club, making new
friends, renewing acquaintances and becoming part of a family that I chose to be with, no matter where.
Fun, now which is something that I do very well and don’t even have to train for it? Maybe practising picking up a
glass of wine is the extent of my training needed in this discipline. The rest comes naturally as I am surrounded by
fun loving, smiling, and laughing people of all ages really enjoying the spirit of Masters Swimming. I am not only
talking about Gala’s and Nationals. I am talking about the wonderful training sessions where, when it hurts, it
becomes a pleasure, and the groans turn to smiles and laughter. I am talking about the get-togethers, club nights
and evenings out with fellow swimmers and families swopping training tips, discussing goals and planning when
the next get together will be. Just getting to know each other a little better.
Nowhere else have I seen an understanding between members that emits from Masters Swimmers as to our
differences, abilities and help where and when needed. We give advice and support unconditionally. What a nice
warm feeling that brings. In a lot of cases your closest rival could be your closest friend in need.
That brings me to the competition side of things. Yes there is competition whether it be with another competitor
or just against yourself it brings out the best in one. Some competition is fierce and some with a little ‘ho hum’
involved. Competition brings out a drive in one’s self and gives us the edge which is often carried over to our
behaviour outside of Masters Swimming. Many times I have heard said of a Masters Swimmer, “where does
he/she get the energy, determination and drive to complete those daily tasks”?
With all that said may Masters swimming grow from strength to strength. Be in control of our destiny.
Till next time dear friends.....Keep training, keep recruiting and keep the spirit of Masters alive. A blessed and safe
festive season to you all. Come back in January raring to go.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Dear fellow masters,
It is hard to believe that Christmas is around the corner and the season is half
done – but the best is still to come! Nationals 2014 in Bloemfontein - wow, I can’t
wait!
I’m glad to report that registrations are continuing at a pace and we already have nearly 700 members registered –
thanks in part to the new method of registrations whereby registrations are routed via the SSA affiliates (aquatic
associations) and the excellent support Masters is afforded by affiliates in general and specifically those affiliates who
have a full understanding and appreciation of what Masters is all about!
Namely, that Masters is in the first instance to do with encouraging adults to swim for the sake of fitness and health
and to participate in competitions mainly just for the heck of it and not for any specific rewards like being selected to
represent a province or nation. In fact the latter is actually taboo as far as Masters is concerned since, according to
FINA, Masters may only represent clubs. Moreover, Masters are generally not at all concerned about individual times
as qualifying times are not required to enter any Masters’ events. For FINA World Masters champs, while there are
qualifying times these are not demanding at all and are primarily set to limit the number of participants. In fact,
masters enter World Masters champs on an individual basis representing their clubs and entry times are not
sanctioned by any association.
I believe it is largely thanks to those affiliates who understand all of this and that the rigid application of certain
standard SSA rules are not in the best interests of Masters as well as the appreciation that the levying of minimal fees
is crucial for the enticement to and retention of Masters’ membership, that Masters is growing by leaps and bounds.
So, I urge you to continue to proceed at full steam to recruit members in order that we may break all records as far as
Masters’ registrations are concerned! Please make use of the pamphlet which has been supplied to all administrators
to help you in the recruiting campaign. Let us do our bit in RSA’s drive to have a fit and healthy nation!
Finally I wish you all a blessed Christmas a wonderful festive season with friends and family and safe travelling.
Yours in swimming,
Anton
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Special Feature:
Aerobic pace
Have you ever gone out too fast in a 1500m open water swim and suddenly found yourself desperately out of breath and in a panic after
400m? Perhaps you have also experienced the opposite, starting too slowly, allowing others to get ahead, and finding that although you have
the capacity, you have left it too late to catch them, and you end up finishing in a disappointing time? You need to know your aerobic pace to
get your best performance in distance swims.
You also need to know your aerobic pace to get the most out of your training. Whether you are a sprinter, middle distance or distance
swimmer you need to do a certain amount of swimming aerobically and some anaerobically. How much of each depends on your goals. If you
swim too slowly you are not getting the benefit you would get from a better pace and if you swim too fast you will not be able to maintain the
pace long enough for the benefits to accrue. In whatever you do, slow, medium or fast, the correct pace is essential in maximising your time
and effectiveness.
So what is aerobic, and hence aerobic pace and also aerobic/anaerobic threshold? Aerobic refers to the type of metabolism that takes place in
the muscles. Aerobic metabolism means that the muscle fibres (muscle cells) use oxygen for energy production. There are other factors
involved, but as long as there is sufficient oxygen (and glycogen) you can keep going at that pace. Anaerobic metabolism involves metabolism
that produces energy without oxygen. Although both systems are usually simultaneously active, the degree to which type of metabolism is
more prevalent depends on the type and intensity of exercise. When you sprint the anaerobic cycle is stimulated strongly and the aerobic cycle
less so. The opposite occurs when you exercise at a steady pace well below maximum. The term anaerobic threshold is used to indicate the
intensity of exercise where lactic acid starts to accumulate in the muscles. This occurs when the production of lactic acid exceeds the body’s
ability to remove it. (It is often, incorrectly, thought that anaerobic metabolism begins at the threshold). It is important to understand that the
threshold between aerobic and anaerobic is not fixed, not for any person not for any age. As you get fitter the threshold moves and you can
train or race at higher intensity/speed for longer.
In training, how fast or how slow should you swim to stay within your aerobic capacity? Swimming too fast, above your aerobic capacity, will
soon leave you out of breath and you will not be able to finish the set at the desired pace. If you swim too slowly and you are taking it too
easy, swimming within your capability, you are not really getting full benefit of your training. Hence the term “anaerobic threshold”. You get to
the anaerobic threshold when you increase your pace to the point when anaerobic metabolism is beginning to be strongly stimulated and you
will not be able to maintain that pace for any length of time.
Determining your aerobic pace and swimming at that speed gives you the feel of the pace at which you need to swim when racing distances
such as 800, 1500 and further. It also helps you train more effectively. Here is a programme that you can use to determine your aerobic pace.
You should do this programme every so often, every month or six weeks, because your aerobic pace changes (hopefully improves) according to
your training programme. As you get fitter you should be able to maintain a faster pace.
This programme is an adaptation of the Swimming Step Test proposed by Ernest W Maglischo in his book Swimming Fastest.
After a good warm-up you will swim a series of 5 x 100m (Maglischo does it with 5 x 200m). Swim the first 5 x 100m at an easy pace, perhaps
just a little faster than your warm-up. It is important to try maintain an even pace, keeping your time about the same for all five, with less than
1 second variation. Make a note of your time. Take about ten seconds rest between 100s. Take a 30s rest after each set of five. Now adjust
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your pace so that you swim the second 5 x 100s two seconds faster. Once again maintain the pace so all five are completed in approximately
the same time. See the table below for an example. If you have someone on the side you can record your times and take an average of the five
100s. Swim the third set two seconds faster than the second set and so on until you cannot finish a set at the required pace. You have now
exceeded you aerobic pace.
Your desired, aerobic pace is the pace of the previous set, the one you were able to complete. This is the pace that you can hold for some
distance. Get the feel of this pace so that you will be able to train effectively and swim competitively at your best.

Set 1
100m
100m
100m
100m
100m

Time
1:40
1:39
1:39
1:40
1:41

Average time

Set 3
100m
100m
100m
100m
100m

Time
1:35
1:36
1:37
1:35
1:36

Average Time

1:40

1:36

Set 2
100m
100m
100m
100m
100m

Time
1:39
1:38
1:38
1:37
1:38

Average Time

Set 4
100m
100m
100m
100m
100m

Time
1:34
1:35
1:36
1:36
1:37

Average Time

1:38

1:36

In the example above the swimmer managed 4 sets, dropping two seconds per set for the first three sets but not able to do so in the fourth
set. Her aerobic pace is the pace for the previous set, i.e. she can maintain about 1:36 per hundred, which is her aerobic pace. Now all she has
to do is train a little harder and see if she can improve her aerobic pace for the next time she does this test, in about a month.
Probably the most important thing you can do in training is to FEEL the effect of what you are doing. Use the clock by all means, but the feel
you get with every different pace is a much more accurate indication of what is happening in your body. Can you remember a time when you
swam a really nice/comfortable 100 or 200 (or whatever) in training and looked at the clock to see that you did a really good time, better than
expected for the perceived effort? Do you remember how that felt? That is the feeling you want to be able to get, on demand, when you train.
One last thing: Do not give up too quickly on a pace when you start to feel your breathing rate increase and sense a little fatigue. Surprise
yourself with how long you can maintain a slight increase of discomfort. This is good for both the body and the mind. It stimulates the muscles
to adapt (get fitter) and it builds confidence for racing.
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Nationals Update and 2014 Entry forms.
SAMS Long Course Championships Bloemfontein 2014:
Free State Masters Swimming Association will host the 30th South African Masters Swimming Long Course Championships.
They will be held at the Stadium Swimming Complex on Park Road in the City of Bloemfontein which is part of the Mangaung Metropolitan
Municipality in the Free State Province.
Dates: Pool from Wednesday 12th to Saturday 15th March 2014. Open Water (at Maselspoort Resort) on Sunday 16th March 2014.
We have asked that the entry forms also be included in this newsletter. Please make sure that ALL sections on all three forms are
completed in full. Entry times are also essential so please also give this some careful consideration.
We are progressing really well at the pool site, so with camera in hand we went to capture this progress for you all to see. It really is a
makeover and nationals are going to be fantastic.
The pictures show the main pool as well as the Diving (warm-up) Pool.
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30th SOUTH AFRICAN MASTERS SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
FS STADIUM POOL, BLOEMFONTEIN 12 – 15 MARCH 2014
OPEN WATER SWIM @ MASELSPOORT 16 MARCH 2014
Surname
Gender (mark with a X)
Postal Address
Date of Birth
Contact Detail

REGISTRATION FORM
Name
Male
Day
Tel
e-Mail

Month

Year

Female

Age as at 31 December 2014
Cell

Identity Number
Club
Emergency Contact
Medical Aid

Region
Number
Number

ITEMS

No.

Opening Ceremony (Indicate the number of attendees for catering purposes)
Number of events (max 6) @ R20.00 per event (excluding relays)
Additional levy for NON- RSA swimmers
Open Water Swim @ R110.00 --- Distances: 1km or 3 km (Maselspoort)
Happy Hour @ R85.00 per ticket
Dinner/Dance/Prize Giving @ R280.00 per ticket
Lucky Draw (1st Prize: SAA Return Domestic Air Ticket & 2nd : R1000 P&P Voucher)++
COMPULSORY REGISTRATION FEE
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE ( PLEASE REMEMBER TO ADD THE R70 REGISTRATION FEE)

Please advise if vegetarian
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

1
----

Cost Each

Total

Sponsored

Sponsored

R20.00
R60.00
R110.00
R85.00
R280.00
R20.00
R70.00
----------

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Yes

All SA swimmers must be registered with SAMS in order to enter.
Kindly complete all sections of this form. Print clearly. NB – Make a copy for your records!
Return your entry-with entry fees (entry fees payable to YOUR CLUB) to your Club President by 31/1/2014.
Buy as many lucky draw tickets as you would like! (Great prizes!)
You are permitted to enter a maximum of 6 events excluding relays. No refunds if competitor withdraws.
Please circle the event number of each individual event you wish to swim. Ignore relay events. Submit a
recent time or reasonable time estimate for each event you enter.
ENTRIES WITHOUT TIMES WILL BE INVALID.
Late entries will not be accepted.
Entries may be scratched, but not replaced.
Please take note of the indemnity directives on entry forms for pool events and open water swim.

SIGNATURE OF SWIMMER:

____________________________

SIGNATURE OF CLUB PRESIDENT: ____________________________
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DATE: __________________

70.00

30th SOUTH AFRICAN MASTERS SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS BLOEMFONTEIN 2014
12 – 16 MARCH 2014
LONG COURSE ENTRY FORM - FS STADIUM POOL, BLOEMFONTEIN
Name of Swimmer: ______________________________ Club: __________________________
ENTRY TIME

1
2
4

:
:
N/A

6
8
10

:
:
:

12
14
15

:
:
N/A

16
18
20
22

:
:
:
N/A

24
26
28

:
:
:

30
32
34
36

:
:
:
N/A

38
40

By invitation
By invitation

:
:

2
3

NB: MEN START FIRST WED & FRI / WOMEN START FIRST THURS, SAT & SUN
Male
Female
EVENT
SAMS AGM AND TECHNICAL MEETING @ POOL - WEDNESDAY 12 MARCH 11:30
SESSION 1 - WEDNESDAY 12 MARCH AT 12:30
800m Freestyle Mixed
50m Freestyle
4 x 50m Mixed Medley Relay
OPENING CEREMONY @ STADIUM POOL - APPROXIMATELY 18:00
SESSION 2 - THURSDAY 13 MARCH AT 08:00
200m Freestyle
400m Individual Medley
100m Breaststroke
TEAM PHOTOS 11:30
SESSION 3 - THURSDAY 13 MARCH AT 14:00
100m Butterfly
50m Backstroke
4 x 50m Mixed Freestyle Relay
HAPPY HOUR @ LESAKENG (SCHOOL OF ARMOUR) - TEMPE 18:30
SESSION 4 - FRIDAY 14 MARCH AT 08:00
200m Butterfly
50m Breaststroke
100m Backstroke
4 x 50m Medley Relay
SESSION 5 - FRIDAY 14 MARCH AT 14:00
100m Freestyle
200m Breaststroke
200m Individual Medley
SESSION 6 - SATURDAY 15 MARCH AT 08:00
400m Freestyle Mixed
50m Butterfly
200m Backstroke
4 x 50m Freestyle Relay
BREAK - 15 MIN

ENTRY TIME

:
:
N/A

1
3
4

:
:
:

5
7
9

:
:
N/A

11
13
15

:
:
:
N/A

17
19
21
23

:
:
:

25
27
29

:
:
:
N/A

30
31
33
35

Dash for cash (50 years & over)
Dash for cash (49 years & under)

By invitation
By Invitation

37
39

DINNER DANCE @ THE RESERVOIR, OLIEWENHUIS - 19:00 FOR 19:30
OPEN WATER SWIM @ MASELSPOORT – SUNDAY 16 MARCH AT 09:30
(Please complete the separate open water entry form as well)
1 KM
3 KM MIXED

:
:

1
3

Indemnity: By entering, I agree that I participate at my own risk, waive any claim arising from or connected with any injury or
loss that I may sustain while, or as a result of, participating in any Masters Swimming or related activity whether caused by
negligence or otherwise against the FS Masters Swimming Club/Association and South African Masters Swimming, their
officers, members, employees, agents and assistants and indemnify them in respect of any claim against them arising from my
participation in Masters Swimming or related activity.

SIGNATURE OF SWIMMER:

____________________________

DATE: __________________

SIGNATURE OF CLUB PRESIDENT: ____________________________
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30th SOUTH AFRICAN MASTERS SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS BLOEMFONTEIN 2014
16 MARCH 2014
OPEN WATER SWIM ENTRY FORM - MASELSPOORT, MODDER RIVER, 09:30
Surname
Gender (mark with a X)
Postal Address
Date of Birth
Contact Detail

Name
Male
Day
Tel
e-Mail

Month

Year

Female

Age as at 31 December 2014
Cell

Identity Number
Club
Emergency Contact
Medical Aid

Region
Number
Number

Please indicate with an X which event you will be entering:
Event 1
Event 2
Event 3





1
2
3
4
5

Events and Categories – Start time 09:30
1 Km
Ladies
1Km
Men
3 Km
Mixed

Swimmers may enter for only one of the three events.
Medals will be awarded for 1st, 2nd & 3rd places in all Masters age groups for 1km as well as 3 km.
Competitors must be present to receive their medals.
Closing date for entries: 31 January 2014

All SA swimmers must be registered with SAMS in order to enter.
Kindly complete all sections of this form. Print clearly. NB – Make a copy for your records!
Return your entry-with entry fees (entry fees payable to YOUR CLUB- together with your Pool entry form ) to your
Club President by 31/1/2014.
No refunds if competitor withdraws.
Indemnity: By entering, I agree that I participate at my own risk, waive any claim arising from or connected with any
injury or loss that I may sustain while, or as a result of, participating in any Masters Swimming or related activity
whether caused by negligence or otherwise against the FS Masters Swimming Club/Association and South African
Masters Swimming, their officers, members, employees, agents and assistants and indemnify them in respect of any
claim against them arising from my participation in Masters Swimming or related activity.

SIGNATURE OF SWIMMER:

____________________________

DATE: __________________

SIGNATURE OF CLUB PRESIDENT: ____________________________
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News from the Regions
TSHWANE
Hi All,
Once again we had a fantastic day for the Inter-Regional Gala in Pretoria, swimming, braaing and socializing on the lawn after
the gala. A wonderful turn-out by Tshwane (Coelacanths and Players). The weather and pool were perfect.
Coelacanths were the top point scorers on the day and Tshwane were the top region. Thanks to all who swam so well and
earned us those valuable points. The return Inter-region is in March and we mean to retain that shield.
Thank you to Derek for doing all the entries and results on the laptop so efficiently. Thank you to Anton, our starter for all his
hard work and getting the gala going without any hic-cups.
Thank you to Cheryl and David for doing all the work in the office, and to Cheryl for helping read out the results for Derek to load
onto the laptop. To Owen for once again being the Chief Time-Keeper, and to all those who helped with the timekeeping. It
couldn’t have run so smoothly without all your help. The ladies did a fantastic job, all bringing in their delicious salads. There
was plenty of food for all. We had new members taking part for the first time in a gala, Willem, Lourens, Naude, Francois (No.
3)and Drienie who helped with time-keeping. Not to forget to thank the two “cooks” Francois and Clive, who braaied the wors
to perfection, and to Liz and Dawn for helping set up all in the “kitchen”(tuck-shop).

We had another great turn out at the Sun City Open Water swim and many Coelacanths volunteered to help Gauteng on the
day.
Thank you to our Sun City Volunteers that helped marking all the bodies, over 3,000 pre-entries and they had a lot of late
entries, so we were all busy for most of the day. You did a fantastic job. David Arbuthnot had a little, maybe 4 year old that kept
on coming back to him to redo her no’s on her arm, so cute. She had a crush on him! A special thank you to Liz, Marcilla,
Charlie, Maryjike and her sister, who came all the way, only to help us do the marking, and to have some fun. They all arrived
early before 7 o’clock, and went straight to work with the koki pens on the bodies of the 3k swimmers. We, most of us, had on
our red Speedo golf shirts, given by the organizers, and felt really part of the whole Sun City Swim Organization. I am not sure of
all who won prizes, but well done to Annemarie, Kim, Babs, Margaret, and Terry, that I can remember. Bye the way, it is not a
good idea to swim a 1500, plus go off the route for another 200m when you have not trained since Port Elizabeth. I am feeling it
today in every muscle!!!
We will have the results out soon, on the www.suncityswim.co.za web. I will let you all know how much money the organizing
committee will be paying the club for all our help on the day, which will go towards kit for Bloemfontein champs and club kit. It
was great to help, swim, see old friends, have fun and get some extra cash for the club while we enjoyed the whole day’s
activities.
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Unfortunately Francois Burger was not well after the swim and had to be taken to Rustenburg hospital, with low blood pressure
which resulted in a heart rate of 200 a min. He was released on the same day and will be contacting a cardio doc when he
returns to Pretoria for further tests. We wish him well and that he recovers soon.

Joyce and Maggie were delighted to
have had their picture taken with Cameron.
I think it shows.

A delightfully happy Terry and Kim.
Both of them did so well.

Volunteers hard at work, numbering the swimmers.
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GAUTENG MASTERS SWIMMING NEWS
Roger makes a statement in the States
NYC Ederle Swim - a fabled course, a swim pioneer and icon, and a variety of swim conditions come together in this
legendary marathon swim. From the shores of Manhattan through bustling New York Harbour and under the VerrazanoNarrows Bridge, this 17.5-mile swim ends with a beach finish in Sandy Hook, New Jersey. Along the way, swimmers see
the Statue of Liberty, Governors Island, the beaches of Staten Island, beautiful lighthouses, the super tanker
thoroughfare that is Ambrose Channel, and a multitude of other sights.
Roger Finch was at it again – the 30km Ederle swim named after the first woman to swim the English Channel – only 25
people got selected to do this swim in New York on 18 August – well done Roger on your 7th place!
THE NEWEST ADDITION TO THE WAHOO FAMILY
Congratulations to Owen Sheftz and Tracy Helps on the arrival of their brand new baby girl Alexis. She was born on 30 th
July 2013. Wishing them much joy and happiness – and hope she continues to love the swimming pool as much as she
did on her first swim at Wahoo.
WORLD MASTERS GAMES
Carel van Heerden attended the World Masters Games in Turin, Italy in July. He did us proud and came home with the
following medals:
o
50 breast – bronze
o
100 breast – silver
o
200 breast – 4th
WAHOO SURPRISES AT DISCHEM SUN CITY OPEN WATER
Wahoo surprised even themselves by winning 3 club awards
o
Fastest Masters Club
o
Masters Club with most swimmers
o
Swimming Club with the most swimmers
Awesome achievement – even if it was in workers red and not our traditional purple! We are really proud of our
members.

Wow that is a sight to behold.

A proud Owen Sheftz
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EASTERNS MASTERS SWIMMING

Easterns is alive, well and growing. We hope to have an
update as to the progress on the Kempton pool
renovations soon, and look forward to hosting the 6
hour Endurance Swim Challenge in January at Hillcrest
Pool Pretoria…………As you can see we are very at home
at Hillcrest.

E T Stingrays are hosting their 6 Hour Relay Gala on Saturday 11 th January, 2014 at the Hillcrest Pool in Pretoria. Entry
Fee R280.00 per team. The team consists of 4 members R70.00 per member. The relay starts at 8h00 and finishes off at
14h00. Sprinting can be done after the halfway (3hour) point has been reached. Food and drinks will be on sale
throughout the day from the shop at the pool. Maximum teams that can be accommodated (20) – 2 Teams per Lane.
RULES FOR TROPHY WINNERS.
MAIN FLOATING TROPHY: Age 120 + years. Team must be Master Swimmers from the same club.
FLOATING TROHY FOR MIXED TEAM – Master Swimmers and Non Master Swimmers Age (Minus) 120 years
FLOATING TROPHY FOR ALL WOMENS TEAM – Swimmers from the same club completing the longest distance
HANDICAP FLOATING TROPHY – Oldest Team competing with longest distance covered.
Join us for Food, Drinks and Presentation after the swim.
Non-swimmers will be charged R20.00 if they stay for Food.
Enjoy you swim!

It has been said that Easterns put on the best spread. All the exhausted swimmers can regenerate by indulging in the
yummy array of foods on the table. This is included in your entry fee. There will also be a cash bar. See you all in January.
Don’t forget the Gazebo’ and sun protection.
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KZN MASTERS
SAM’s SC KZN regional champs were held in Pietermaritzburg on the 6th Oct. Congratulations to all who swam-there were 3 SA
records (application made) and 5 KZN Masters records broken and 1 KZN record equaled-well done to those swimmers!!
On the 10th November a well-supported long course gala was held at Kings Park Pool. Thank you to all who attended and
especially those swimmers who attended for the first time this season. Thank you again to all who helped with time keeping,
starting, running, organizing relays etc. etc. We would not be able to have done it without all of you. It was great to welcome a
swimmer from the pool side today. Welcome to Henrik and well done on your first ever competition! Henrik came to the pool
for a training session and was so interested in what we were doing, that he ended up participating in two events. All present
were able to enjoy some of the fun and fellowship side of the swimming.
On Tuesday 19th November a very wet evening sprint gala was held at the new Westville Boys High Aquatic center- a truly
magnificent pool. In spite of the rain the gala went on and the true spirit of Masters shown.

Seen above from top and left to right.
Bronwen and Simon, Wolfgang Jimmy and Les, Bill, A rainy start in Westville, Colleen, Pouring rain.

KZN IS NOT FOR SISSIES.
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EASTERN PROVINCE MASTERS

The Eastern Province Masters Swimming Association started this season with a Winter Fitness Challenge which took the form
of a one hour Charity Swim. The challenge was to see who could swim the furthest distance in an hour. Ten swimmers from
Aquabear and Bay Eagle Swim Team got together during August, 2013 and swam a combined distance of 35425 metres in aid
of St. Francis Hospice. It was such a pleasure to hand over the much needed amount of R5000.00 to Trevor Wiblin and Pam
Lewis of the Hospice.
During September, 2013 we hosted the SA Masters Short Course Regional championships at the St. Georges School aquatic
centre. 20 Local Masters swimmers took part and 1 SA Record was broken as well as 14 Eastern Province records by the Men
and 24 Eastern Province records by the Ladies.
The South African Record was broken by Elsa Craig in the 100M butterfly for Women 65-69 in a time of 1min 50.77sec who is
also the holder of 7 other South African Short Course Records for Women’s 50m, 200m and 800m Freestyle, 50m Butterfly,
100m, 200m and 400m Individual Medley.
The other Eastern Province Master Swimmer, who holds South African Short Course Records, is Bob Hatherly for the 100m and
200m Breaststroke.
The following Men bettered or set Eastern Province Records:
Greg Hough in the 50m Freestyle and 50m Butterfly for Men 40-44
PJ Duffy in the 100m Freestyle, 800m freestyle,50m Backstroke, 200m Backstroke, 100m Breaststroke, 400m Individual Medley
for Men 40-44
Brian Saunders in the 50m Freestyle, 100m Freestyle and 800m Freestyle for Men 70-74
Kevin Richards in the 800m Freestyle for Men 45-49
Bob Hatherly in the 50m Backstroke and 400m Individual Medley for Men 60-64.
The following Ladies bettered or set Eastern Province Records:
Tracy Gous in the 50m Freestyle, 800m Freestyle, 50m Butterfly and 100m Individual Medley for Ladies 35-39
Erika Scheepers for the 100m Freestyle, 100m Breaststroke and 100m Butterfly for Ladies 25-29
Margie Saunders for the 100m Freestyle and 100m Individual Medley for Ladies 60-64
Elsa Craig for the 100m Freestyle and 100m Butterfly for Ladies 65-69
Rebecca Newman for the 800m Freestyle 100m Butterfly, 400m Individual Medley and 200m Backstroke for Ladies 19-24
Antonelle Saporta for the 50m Butterfly and 800m Freestyle for Ladies 30-34
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WESTERN PROVINCE MASTERS
The WP regional champs were held at Coetzenberg in the lovely town of Stellenbosch on 20 October.
Eight SA records were broken and four SA qualifying times achieved.
Although attendance was fairly low, the gala was enjoyable, with good competition and fun had by all. A lunch was organised at
the Stellenbosch Hotel for after the gala, which was attended by quite a few, and judging from all reports, was a good time.
Name

Club

Event

Age

Time

Tricia Rix

CTMSC

400m IM

W70-74

10.34.54

Dave McLachlan

CTMSC

400m IM

M75-79

7.15.43

Dave McLachlan

CTMSC

M75-79

1.43.43

Dave McLachlan

CTMSC

M75-79

1.47.23

Dave McLachlan

CTMSC

100m Butterfly
100m
Breaststroke
800m Freestyle

M75-79

13.26.52

SAQ

Diane Coetzee

CTMSC

50m Backstroke

W55-59

35.5

SAQ

Therese Russell
Therese Russell

Cape Dolphins
Cape Dolphins

200m Backstroke
50m Freestyle

W65-69
W65-69

3.31.69
37.99

Kascha Kloos

CTMSC

200m Backstroke

W85-89

6.26.55

SAQ

Some of the action above and Doug Howieson and Mark Hodges deep in conversation
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9 November: The 2013 Winelands Mile was a great success at the new venue, Calais Wine Estate outside Paarl. The setting
was stunning, the weather perfect, the course enjoyable, the temperature just right, the prize selection again amazing and the
after party a jol! The owners of the wine estate supplied live music - the best, with Stanislav Angelov on the piano accordion
accompanied by a violinist providing an amazing atmosphere with toe-tapping outbreaks.
Well done to all the Winelands members who worked so hard to make this a memorable event.

It has been a great year so far and we look forward to a great end to 2013
From the SAMS Committee we wish you all the very best for the festive season.
Please go safely.
And lastly 2014 is almost upon us so everything of the best for a fantastic year.
May it be healthy, safe and prosperous?

till next time in 2014
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